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CONSISTENCY OF A METHOD OF
MOMENTS ESTIMATOR BASED ON

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS TO
ASSET PRICING MODELS

CRAIG BURNSIDE
University of Pittsburgh and Queen's University

This paper considers the properties of estimators based on numerical solutions
to a class of economic models. In particular, the numerical methods discussed
are those applied in the solution of linear integral equations, specifically Fred-
holm equations of the second kind. These integral equations arise out of eco-
nomic models in which endogenous variables appear linearly in the Euler equa-
tions, but for which easily characterized solutions do not exist. Tauchen and
Hussey [24] have proposed the use of these methods in the solution of the con-
sumption-based asset pricing model. In this paper, these methods are used to
construct method of moments estimators where the population moments im-
plied by a model are approximated by the population moments of numerical
solutions. These estimators are shown to be consistent if the accuracy of the
approximation is increased with the sample size. This result depends on the so-
lution method having the property that the moments of the approximate so-
lutions converge uniformly in the model parameters to the moments of the true
solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent macroeconomic research, considerable attention has been given to
the numerical solution of economic models that do not yield closed-form so-
lutions for the decision rules of agents or for other endogenous stochastic
processes. Examples in the asset pricing literature include Gagnon and Taylor
[9], Labadie [15], and Tauchen and Hussey [24]. The properties of several
methods used to solve a one-sector growth model are discussed by Taylor and
Uhlig [25]. Quite general methods for solving dynamic stochastic economic
models have been suggested by Judd [13] and Marcet [18]. These methods are
frequently used in modern empirical macroeconomic research. If estimates
of the parameters of a model depend in any way on the solution method used
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to solve a particular model, then clearly the convergence properties of the
solution method will be important in determining the reliability of those
estimates.

Determining the properties of an econometric estimator that depends on
a numerical solution method requires extensions to the usual theoretical re-
sults pertaining to these methods. Much of this theory deals only with the
convergence of solution functions in compact state spaces and, more impor-
tantly, is often limited to pointwise convergence results. For example, Mar-
shall [19] establishes pointwise convergence in compact state spaces for
approximate solutions obtained using the method proposed by Marcet [18].
Judd [13] discusses the literature on the pointwise convergence of Galerkin
methods of which his method is an example. An exception to this is Tauchen
and Hussey [24], who establish uniform convergence in a compact state space
for their method. For econometric application of this method, two impor-
tant extensions are necessary. First, uniform convergence must be established
in the parameter space since this is the usual route to establishing the con-
sistency of an estimator. Second, to handle the distributional assumptions
commonly used in empirical work, theory must be provided for cases where
the state space is unbounded.

This paper discusses a Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estima-
tor, Hansen [11], which is based on Tauchen and Hussey's [24] numerical so-
lution technique. This solution technique is applicable in models where the
state variables are exogenous, or relate trivially to exogenous variables, and
in which the unknown solution functions appear linearly in the Euler equa-
tions. Their method has been applied in other fields in the solution of Fred-
holm integral equations of the second kind. It is one of a large number of
methods which solve models by discretizing the state space when it is con-
tinuous.

The method of moments estimator proposed here does not exploit the Eu-
ler equations of a given model. Rather, it minimizes a quadratic form in the
difference between a vector of population moments implied by the model and
a corresponding vector of sample moments. This being the case, the prop-
erties of the estimator will depend on the method used to approximate the
population moments. This kind of estimator was used by Hodrick, Kocher-
lakota, and Lucas [12] and relates closely to other work by Kocherlakota
[14]. These estimators can be viewed as substitutes for Euler equation based
estimators. For example, they enable the estimation of models that have un-
observable variables in the Euler equations. Even when Euler equation based
estimation is used, other moments are often used at a diagnostic stage to sta-
tistically evaluate a model. For example, see Christiano and Eichenbaum [7],
Cecchetti, Lam, and Mark [6], and Burnside, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo [5].
Many of the issues surrounding approximation which are discussed in this
paper are relevant for both estimation and diagnostic testing.

In this paper, it is assumed that the solution method allows for analytic
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approximations to the population moments used in constructing the estima-
tor. Therefore, the discussion here is distinct from a discussion of simula-
tion estimators that compute Monte-Carlo approximations to the population
moments. Such estimators have been proposed by Duffie and Singleton [8]
and Lee and Ingram [16], among others. Simulation methods are particularly
useful in cases where the solution functions are known, but the moments of
these functions are difficult, or impossible, to calculate analytically. Rather
than allow for simulation error, this paper focuses on the quite distinct is-
sue of analytic approximation error.

To illustrate this class of models, an example that fits the description above
is the consumption-based Intertemporal Capital Asset Pricing Model
(ICAPM) of Lucas [17]. Consider the case where there is an economic agent
with constant relative risk aversion preferences who solves the following op-
timization problem:

max EOJZP'SLZ
k,)£.ol-Tu)»"i'=i M r=o 1 — 7

M M

s.t. c, + 2 Pusu+i = 2 (Pi.t + du)Si,t t = 0,1,...

where c, is consumption at time /, pift is the price of one share of the / th as-
set at time / relative to the price of the consumption good, sitt is the num-
ber of shares of the /th asset held by the agent at time t, di>t is the dividend
payable on each share of the /th asset at time t, 0 is the discount factor, and
7 is the constant rate of relative risk aversion.

In this model, the dividend processes are often taken to be exogenous. In
its simplest form, there is only one asset held in net supply, and the agent's
entire income is obtained from the dividend yielded by that asset. As a re-
sult, consumption and dividends will be equivalent. In exchange economies
with more than one asset in net supply, it is still possible to determine con-
sumption as a function of purely exogenous processes. This makes it possi-
ble to specify an exogenous joint process governing consumption and the
dividends from some strict subset of the assets as discussed in Tauchen [23].

The Euler equations for this model are familiar. The price-dividend ratio
for the /th asset, vi<t — Pi,,/diit, is given by

i/,., = 0£,[exp(-7\,+1 + f/p/+1)(l + vu+l)] / = 1,. . . ,M, (1)

where X,+1 = log(c,+1/c,), and ft,+1 = log(rf/>/+,/<:/,•,,).
Equation (1) is typical of the kind of equation to which the method pre-

sented here can be applied. However, some more complicated models can be
solved. Throughout the body of the paper, the extent to which different as-
sumptions might limit the method's application will be discussed. Assuming
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that the joint distribution of consumption growth and dividend growth has
an unbounded continuous domain, the solution method used here discretizes
the state space only in order to approximate the integral implicit in (1) by a
sum. This is one sense in which this paper is distinct from Tauchen and Hus-
sey [24]. They discretize the state space not only to approximate the integral,
but also in order to construct a new conditional distribution function over
the discrete state space. Tauchen and Hussey [24] develop theory for com-
pact univariate state spaces, although their theory extends straightforwardly
to multivariate state spaces. The theory developed here allows explicitly for
state spaces of any finite dimension, and unbounded state spaces with strict
distributional assumptions.1

In Section 2, the method of moments estimator is defined and is shown
to be consistent under a set of assumptions about the data-generating pro-
cess and the quality of the approximation. This serves to motivate the rest
of the paper which verifies that these assumptions can be maintained when
a particular numerical method is used to solve the model. In Section 3, the
numerical method to be applied to the model is introduced, and its proper-
ties are derived. In Section 4, an example is used to illustrate the relative im-
portance and restrictiveness of the assumptions made, and to illustrate the
solution method itself. The example used is a simple version of the example
given in this introduction, where there is a single risky asset.

2. THE METHOD OF MOMENTS ESTIMATOR

The estimator discussed in this section is generic in the sense that it is not par-
ticular to the example presented later. The assumptions that will be placed
on the stochastic processes of the model are typical of the assumptions used
in nonlinear econometrics, and are more general than those used later in the
section on the solution method. Other assumptions made in this section are
satisfied for the solution method discussed in Section 3, but could be satis-
fied by other solution methods.

To begin, assumptions are placed on the forcing processes of the model,
which will ensure almost sure convergence of the sample means of continu-
ous functions of these processes.

Assumption 1. {Zl}fJo_ai is a sequence of vector-valued random variables
defined on the complete probability space (fi, <A ,P) that is strong mixing of
size —/•/(/• — 2) for some r > 2. •

Assumption 2. Define random vectors Rt = Rt(Z") = R,(u), where /?,(•)
is a Borel measurable function of Z" — (Z,_n , . . . ,Z,+n) with range in R7.
The function /?,(•) depends on finitely many lags and leads of Z. •

Assumption 3. Define a vector-valued function g (/?,): R7-> R* which is
continuous in Rt, and assume that there exists a sequence of random vari-
ables {dt\ with \g(R,)\ < d,, and \\d,\\r < A < oo, f = 0,1,2,
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PROPOSITION 1

lim = 0 almost surely.

Proof. From Assumptions 1-3, it follows that g(Rt) is near epoch depen-
dent of size — | . The result follows immediately from Gallant's [10, p. 515]
uniform strong law of large numbers. •

Assumption 4. Assuming that (Z,} is strictly stationary, and allowing the
random vector g(Rt) to depend on the parameter vector 6, define a function
n(6) = Eg(Rt,8), where M : G - R * . •

Let the true parameter vector be 80. In order to estimate 8, a method of
moments estimator minimizing the distance between the sample mean of
g(R,,9o) and /*(0) could be used. However, suppose that the function /x(0)
is unknown but can be approximated numerically by the function Mr(#)>
where p.T: 9 -* R*. The approximating function is assumed to change with
the sample size, T. An example of this would be increasing the number of
grid points in a discrete state space method as the sample size increased.

An estimator for the parameter vector 8 is

§T = argmin QT(6), QT{6) = mT(d)'Drmr(0),

where

and the k x k matrix DT is positive definite, and possibly stochastic. The
number of moment conditions k is assumed to be no less than the dimension
ofd.

In order to obtain consistency of the estimator dT, it is necessary that the
approximate moment function, /xr, converges uniformly to the true moment
function, fi.

Assumption 5

lim sup|/*r(0) - (i(8)\ =0 . •
r—oo e

For a discrete state space method to satisfy Assumption 5, it would be nec-
essary, although not sufficient, for the approximate solutions to converge
uniformly in the parameter space, as well as in the state space. The remain-
ing sections in this paper are concerned with verifying Assumption 5 for the
solution method described in the introduction.
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Notice that

mT(B) = i

1 t=\

Define mo(d) = /x(0o) - M(^)- This gives

1 ^

T l=l

The triangle inequality implies that

\mT(6) - mo(d)\ ;=£[*<*».*<>)-/*(*<>)] +

But from Proposition 1 and Assumption 5, this establishes the following:

PROPOSITION 2

lim sup|/7*r(0) — mo(0)| = 0 almost surely. •
r—c e

Assumption 6. The sequence of weighting matrices DT, converges almost
surely to a constant positive definite matrix Do.

Assumption 7. d0 is the unique zero of the function mo(d). •

Under Assumptions 6 and 7, the following proposition is true.

PROPOSITION 3 (CONSISTENCY). The sequence of functions QT(d)
converges almost surely uniformly in 8 as T~* oo to the nonstochastic func-
tion Q(d) = mo(d)'Dom0(d). Q(d) attains a unique global minimum at d0.
Furthermore, BT converges almost surely to 0o as T-* oo. •

Proposition 3 is established by Amemiya's [1] Theorem 4.1.1, which does
not require that 6T be the unique minimizer of QT(0), as long as it is cho-
sen in such a way that it is a measurable function of the data.

Asymptotic normality presents greater difficulties, since more needs to be
known about the approximate moment functions than that they converge
uniformly. To be specific, in a discrete state space method, the major issue
is at what rate the number of grid points must be expanded, relative to the
sample size, in order to obtain the distributional result. To illustrate the prob-
lem, consider the asymptotic distribution of mT(d0).
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t=i

•* f=i

Therefore, multiplying everywhere by VT,

Since the first term on the right will be asymptotically normal under regularity
conditions, the asymptotic normality of VTmr(0o) depends upon whether
the remaining piece can be driven to zero in probability. Of course, this re-
quires that the error of approximation jur(^o) — A'(̂ o) be of order less than
or equal to op{T~ul). Tauchen and Hussey [24] provide some evidence on
rates of convergence of solution functions using their method. While these
results suggest that rather rapid convergence is obtained, their evidence does
not apply directly to moments of the solution functions.

A second result that would be needed to establish asymptotic normality
would be that the function dnT(6)/d6 converges to some function d(Q) as
T-* oo. This function need not be the same as d/j.(6)/dO. Let d0 = d(d0).
Under the regularity conditions set forth by Hansen [11], the asymptotic dis-
tribution of BT would then be

yff($T - 60) 4 N[0,(dSD0d0r
ldiD0SD0do(d^D0dor

1],

where S is the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of yfTmT(d0). Since
the second assumption is not verified in this paper for the solution method
discussed in the next section, asymptotic normality is not pursued in greater
detail. If a problem is sufficiently smooth, it is reasonable to believe that as-
ymptotic normality could be established.

3. THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD

In this section, the numerical method to be applied to equations such as (1)
is presented. It is almost identical to the discrete state space method proposed
by Tauchen and Hussey [24] for problems where the Euler equations can be
represented as Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. Differences
between this method and Tauchen and Hussey's will be mentioned as they
arise. Although the equations in this section will not be written entirely gen-
erally, broadly speaking, the methods presented are applicable to any prob-
lem in which the solution functions appear linearly in the Euler equations,
and in which all relevant functions are continuous.

Solution methods of this variety require a full description of the laws of
motion of the forcing processes. In this section, these processes will be as-
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sumed to have multivariate normal distributions, as this is the most likely
assumption to be used in practice. The assumption of normality is more lim-
iting, but is interesting since it illustrates the special difficulties which would
arise under any distributional assumption involving an unbounded state space.

Assumption 8. Let (̂ r)rt=°loo, £< G Rs, be a sequence of random vectors
governed by a stationary probability distribution such that the density of $-,
conditional on all past information can be written/(£,| £,_i;0i), where d^ G
9i C RQ, 9i compact.2 It is assumed that stationarity is maintained for all
#i G ©!. The true parameter value is 01O G int 0!. •

Assumption 9 (Normality). Let

- | i ] 'E r ' [ ( / - ILL)*, - MI),

where ^ is a vector of constants, and E€ is a S x S positive definite symmet-
ric matrix. Thus, Qx represents the elements of II, /x, and Ee arranged in a
single vector. Clearly, Assumption 8 requires that the roots of \I — ILZ\ =
0 lie outside the unit circle for all 0, G 0i , and that Ee is positive definite for
alK^G©,. •

The vector-valued process £ can be thought of as the exogenous process,
or some linear combination of exogenous processes, in the economic model.
In the endowment economy described in the introduction, these were the con-
sumption and dividend processes. Normality is an important assumption for
two reasons. First, it is a natural assumption to make when a Gauss-Hermite
rule will be used in numerically solving equation (1). Second, it facilitates
change of variables transformations which allow any parameterization of the
density to be obtained from a standardized form of the density. While other
distributional assumptions could be made, the results presented here might
be sensitive to those assumptions.

The stationary joint distribution of £r will also be important later in the
paper. If the unconditional mean and covariance matrix of £, are denoted
/x$ and S5, respectively, then £, has a multivariate normal stationary distri-
bution, which is written as

Suppose, in general, that the economic model in question yields the fol-
lowing Euler equation:

S, = £,#($,+,,£,;02)(1+ u,+1), (2)

where d2 G 02 C Rr, 02 compact, is some unknown parameter vector for the
economic model, and the function K: R2S x 02 -• R, is continuous in all ar-
guments. Both Lucas's [17] model and Mehra and Prescott's [20] model can
be written in the same form as (2). The number of equations is unimportant,
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and the term 1 + v could be generalized to any function that is linear in the
unknown function v. In what follows, the main concern is to show under
what assumptions approximate solutions to (2) converge when this equation
is solved numerically.

Let the combined parameter space be denoted 9 = 9[ x ©2>
 a nd let B de-

note the stacked vector (B[B2)'.
Assuming that there exists a function 5 : R s x G - t R which is a solution

to (2), it can be written as

- f
= f (3)

What follows is a description of a solution method, which can be used in
solving equation (3). The properties of the approximate solutions yielded by
this method will be examined.

Equation (3) can be expressed as

- f Sf+1

f (4)

where jo(?/+i.^i) =/(fr+i |M?; ^i)- io is introduced because the solution
method requires a weighting function that is dependent only on £f+1.
Tauchen and Hussey [24] show that f0 is a good choice because of its shape
relative to both the conditional distribution and the unconditional distribu-
tion of I,.

Letting £(£,+,,$,;0)=A-({/+1,&;02)/(£,+11&;fli)//o($,+i;0i), equation
(4) can be rewritten as

( & ; 0 ) - f
JRS

i;ffi)</«/+i. (5)

The method that will be used to solve equation (5) is Gaussian numerical
quadrature which involves approximating an integral by a finite sum, for ex-
ample,
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where the weights, «,,„, and the abscissas, yi-n, depend directly on the shape
of the weighting function/. Thorough discussions of the properties of Gauss-
ian quadrature rules are to be found in Szego [22] and Tauchen and Hussey
[24]. Since the density of the forcing process £, is Gaussian, it is appropri-
ate to use a Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule. Rather than repeat many of the
properties of Gaussian quadrature, reference will be made, when necessary,
to Szego [22]. A slight modification to Gaussian quadrature is required for
a proof which follows later.

In order to prepare equation (5) for Gaussian quadrature, it is useful to
rewrite it in terms of random vectors with standard multivariate normal dis-
tributions. Define the change of variables transformation v: Rs x 0! ->Rs,
with v(^,,9i) = C'~'(£/ — /x$), where C is the Cholesky decomposition of
Ee. Therefore, v($-,,dx) is continuous in both £, and di.

Then equation (5) can be rewritten:

v(x;d) - ^(y,x;d)v(y;6)fo(y)dy - 4>(y,x;d)fo(y) dy, (6)= f
S

where y = p(Zt+1,81),x=v(Zt,Bl),v(x;B) = v[v-l(x;81y,8], and Hy,x\8) =
$[»'~1(.y>0i)>»'~1(->r>0i);0] • T n e function ^(y,x;d) is continuous in its argu-
ments under the assumptions that were made about the functions K,f, and v.
The function My) = (2ir)~5/2exp(—\y'y) is the multivariate normal distri-
bution function with mean zero and variance-covariance matrix equal to the
identity matrix of dimension S. Another function that will be encountered
later is the stationary joint distribution of i-, multiplied by the Jacobian of
the inverse of the transformation v. This is written as

L(x;dx) =fAv-l(x,Bl)\9l]\C'\

where Ex = C- 1 '2 tC- 1 .
The particular form of fo(y) is very convenient. As Tauchen and Hussey

[24] state, if the multivariate density function fo(y) can be written as the
product of univariate density functions, the theory of numerical quadrature
with respect to/0 is considerably simpler. This is because the theory for prod-
uct rules borrows directly from the theory for univariate quadrature rules,
since multivariate Gaussian integration rules can be constructed as the prod-
uct of univariate Gaussian rules. Here, the function fo(y) can be written
My) = IlLifi(yi) = Ilf-i (2x)-1/2 exp(-b,2) . where y, is the ith element
of the vector y. Note that there is no assumption as to the independence of
the underlying economic variables. The model has been transformed so that
the equations are written in terms of normalized random variables that have
no economic interpretation.
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The functions/o(^,) satisfy the basic assumptions necessary for the con-
struction of a Gauss-Hermite integration rule (see Szego [22]). These assump-
tions are satisfied since, for all /, HZfUy>) dyt =/-£(2*T1 /2 exp(-^?) dyt =

1 > 0 and J+Zy?f'0(yt) dy, = jtZd^y^yP exp(-b,2) dy, exists for all
non-negative integers n.

To approximate the integrals in equation (6), a Gauss-Hermite rule is used
which, for each of the state variables, / = 1,. . . ,5 , divides the real line into
Nj adjacent intervals (z,,i,z,,2),[£,,.,.Z/j+i). j = 2 , . . . ,Nit based on the
weighting function/Q. The abscissas for this integration rule, yiJt must then
lie within the subintervals in such a way that

- o o = Zi,x < y i A < Zi,2 < y i y 2 < ••• < Zi,N, < y>,N, < Zi,Nl+l = « ,

/ = 1.....S.

A property of Gauss-Hermite quadrature rules is that \zij — z,j+i| con-
verges to zero for j = 2 , . . . ,N,: — 1 as Nt goes to infinity. Furthermore,
lim^cZ,-,, = -oo and lim^.Z/,^+i = oo (see Szego [22]).

In a proof to follow later in this paper, a slight modification to this rule
becomes necessary. Let M be some large positive constant. Then, if either
Xjj > M or Zij <M < Zjj+i < o°, the abscissa at which the function is eval-
uated is not taken to be yu, rather it is taken to be Zij. Similarly, if either
Zij+i < —M or —oo < Zij < —M < Zij+l, then the abscissa at which the
function is evaluated is not taken to be ytJ, rather it is taken to be z,,y+i.
The necessity of this modification will be discussed later.

Let

. . f (Zij,Zij+i) j =1,

In what follows step functions will be defined over the state space using
the subintervals above. Since this would involve subscripts running over
the S elements of y, an invertible mapping, which reduces the number of
subscripts, is useful. It provides a more compact way of enumerating the
different regions over which these step functions will be defined. Define
7:NS-*N such that

./('i,/2, • • • ,is) = h + ('2 - l M + (*3 -

and define N = N{N2 • • • 7VS and N= (NuN2t... ,NS). Since each ir runs
from 1 to Nr, r = 1,... ,S, the subscript j will run from 1 to N. The follow-
ing definitions are also useful.
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yj = (A/,.^2,/2- • • • >ys,isY if j = J{i\,h, • • • Js)

Xj = (A/,.^2,,2, • • • ,ys,is)' ^ J = J(h,h, • • -,is)

aj = S'•'•' x a2-'2 x • • • x Ss>'s if j = / ( / , , / 2 , . . . , / s )

1 ifyeSj

0 otherwise.

With these definitions it is possible to define a step function to approxi-
mate \j/:

+N(y,x;9) = £ 5}4>(yj,xh',d)lh{x)lj(y).
h=\ j=\

Now, related to equation (6), which is defined in terms of \p, there is an
integral equation corresponding to the approximation ^ :

Vff(x;9)- f +fi(y,x;8)Vf,(y;0)fo(y)dy= f +fi(y,x;6)My)dy. (7)

That a solution to (7) exists will be established later. For the moment, sup-
pose that the solution is of the following form:

VR(X;6) = 2>A(0)1*(*). (8)

Substitute (8) into (7), yielding

f
«'RS A = l y = l

/_/ i(^)/o(7) dy.

Since all the functions except f0 are step functions, the integral can be
brought inside the summation signs to give

N N N

h=\ h=l j=\

= J^,^l^(yj,xh;e)lh(x)aj, (9)
h=l j=\

where uj = J3.fo(y) dy. Since (9) must hold for all x, the first summation
sign can be eliminated.
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N N

Thus, the approximate integral equation reduces to a set of N linear equa-
tions in the TV unknowns ah(d), h = 1,...,N, that is, the solution is given
by solvingby solving

where ThJ = \l/(yj,xh;6)o]j, a is a vector containing the coefficients ah, and
1 is a vector of ones. Later, in Proposition 7, a sufficient condition for the
existence and uniqueness of the solution to (7) is provided. Proposition 7 also
establishes that the solution is of the form (8) with

Tauchen and Hussey [24] solve a slightly different set of equations because
they construct a probability transition matrix for the discrete state space.
Since the concern here is with finding numerical approximations to functions,
there is no need to construct a discrete state space, which might be conve-
nient for Monte-Carlo simulation. To discuss the convergence of solutions
of (7) to the solutions of (6) requires the application of some of the theory
of linear operators on spaces of functions.

Define a linear operator % as follows:

%v= I i(y,x;e)v(y;9)My)dy.

Similarly, define an operator ¥#_$ with

*R.9V= I ^N(y,x;9)v(y;d)fo(y)dy.

In operator notation, equation (6) can be written as

(I -* , ) t ; = ¥,l, (10)

where 1 is the constant function equal to 1 for all (x,y;d) and I is the iden-
tity linear operator which maps any function to itself. Similarly, equation (7)
can be written as

(l-*R.t)Vf, = '9fl,,l. (11)

Most of the remainder of this section is concerned with determining un-
der what assumptions solutions to (10) and (11) exist and whether the solu-
tion to (11) can be made to converge to the solution to (10) by increasing A^
through Ns.
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Define two function spaces

') f f \gi(x,y)\2My)f0(x)dydx<
JRSJRS

and

L =(H1 /0(jt)dx<oo .

These spaces are normed linear vector spaces, with the norms

H î It i = \ \ s j s \sAx,y)\2My)f0(x) dy dx

and

s

Assumption 10. For each 0 6 0 , t(y,x;6)e L\.

For fixed 0, define the set of functions Ve = {v(x;9) \vELJ}.

PROPOSITION 4. Ve is a normed linear vector space, and under As-
sumption 10, the operator %: Ve -> V9.

Proof. The first statement follows easily by the definition of a linear
space. The inner product of two functions V\ and v-i in Ve can be defined to be

(vuv2) = I vl(x;d)v2(x,d)Mx)dx.

Similarly, the norm of any function v E Ve can be defined as

To show the second part, consider the function

h(x;B) =%v(y,0) = \ t{y,x;d)v(y;6)fo(y) dy.
JRS

Then, using the Schwarz inequality in the second step (see Wouk [26]),

h(x;0)2= f J s4,(y,x;d)v(y;9)My)dy

- [j s
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Now, all that remains to be proven is that h(x;d) is square integrable with
respect t o / 0 .

f h(x;d)2Mx)dx< ( f f t(y,x;8)2My)f0(x)dydx\
JRS I JR* JRS J

x ! j sv(y;d)2fo(y)dy

Therefore, h(x;9) eVe.

The norm of the operator % is defined as

| « , | = sup | * « | v

|i/|M-v=H

It follows from the proof of Proposition 4 that

|*«| = sup j f f t(y,x;d)v(y;6)My)dy

< sup
(v \ H y||v— 1)

2 ")l/2

Mx)dx\

This implies that the operator % is a bounded operator, in that its norm is
finite.

Assumption 11. Assume that there exists some square integrable function
h{y,x) such that h(y,x) > ^(y,x;d), V0 e 9.

Under Assumption 11, ¥9 is uniformly bounded in 0. That is to say,
\\% 1 <m < oo, for all 0.

In order to ensure the existence of a solution to (10), the following assump-
tion is useful.

Assumption 12. Assume that

f f t(y,x;6)2fo(y)fo(x)dydx<(\-8)2,

for all 9 e 0, for some 0 < 5 < 1. This implies that sup9ee|| %\\ =s 11 - 5|.

•
Assumptions 10-12 implicitly put restrictions on the parameter vector 0.

These restrictions are illustrated in Section 4, for the asset pricing example.
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PROPOSITION 5 [EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF A SOLU-
TION TO (10)]. From Assumption 12, the inverse of the operator (I - %),
denoted (I — \fre)~l, exists and, for each d, there is a unique solution to
equation (10) which satisfies v = (I — ^re)~

l^el.

Proof. By the Geometric Series Theorem for bounded linear operators on
Banach spaces, (Atkinson [2], Baker [3]),

i=0

Therefore, a solution to (10) may be written as

/=o

To see that this solution is unique, consider another solution v'. Then v — v' =
^0(v-v'). This implies that || v - v' || < | % || || v - v' | . But since || % || < 1,
this implies a contradiction. Thus, the solution must be unique. •

In order to prove the existence and uniqueness of v/q for a sufficiently
fine approximation, it is convenient to use another change of variables trans-
formation. Define the invertible function A(x) :R5 -> (0,1 )s such that if
x = A(x), then *,- = ex>/(\ + ex>). Let x = A(JC) and y = A(y). Let

J(*,y) =

s
TJ [*;(1 -*/ )A(l -M

if 0 < x, < 1, 0 < Si < 1, for all /

__ 0 otherwise.

Also define the set U = [0,1]. Then

= f [ Hy,x;d)2f0(y)Mx)J(x,y)dydx,

and

f f ^N(y,x;9)2fo(y)fo(x)dydx
JRSJRS

= f f h(y,x;e)2f0(y)Mx)J(x,y)dydx,
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where

0

if 0 < j>, < 1 and 0

otherwise,

1, for all /,

4>N(y,x;6) = if 0 < y, < 1 and 0

0 otherwise,

1, for all /,

/o(A-'(j>)) if 0 < j > , < l ,

0 otherwise.

for all /,

It is clear from the definition of A that it preserves continuity (wherever it
exists) in the interior of U5. However, to obtain continuity of \j/2f0/0J at
the endpoints, it is sufficient to make the following assumption.

Assumption 13. Assume that

lim h(aw,bw)2f0(aw)f0(bw)J[A(bw),A(aw)] =0 , va,b
CJ—*QO

where h is the function referred to in Assumption 11, and a and b are direc-
tional vectors. •

PROPOSITION 6. Let N = min{NuN2,... ,NS). Then sup9ee||¥tf,«l ^
1 —d, for some 0 < d < 1 and N sufficiently large.

Proof

^1 < f f f

= \[ f h(y,x;d)2M

tN(y,x;9)2fo(y)fo(x)dydx

The transformation A is such that the fact that quadrature intervals on the
real line narrow as 7V-+ oo is preserved when these intervals are mapped to
the unit interval.3 Recall the modified Gaussian quadrature rule. It follows
from the properties of Gaussian quadrature rules that for TV sufficiently
large, there is at least one quadrature interval in each dimension completely
to the right of M and one completely to the left of — M. On the unit cube
this translates into at least one quadrature interval in each dimension com-
pletely to the right of A (M) and one completely to the left of A (— M). Fur-
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thermore, for any e > 0, there exist points jfn < A(— M), xi2 > A(M),
yn < A(-M), and yi2 > A(M) for / = 1,. . . ,S such that

i(y,x;6)2fo(y)fo(x)J(x,y) < e/2

if (x,y) £ X x Y, where

X = [xn,xn] x [x2x,x22\ X ••• x [xSi,xS2]

and

Y = [_Pii,.?i2] x [y2i,y22] x ••• x [_Psi,.Ps2]-

This last statement follows from the continuity of all the functions in the ex-
pression and from Assumption 13. To simplify notation, let Z = X x Y and
let Z denote the complement of Z in U s x U s . Then

f f -2 - — - -_ CC -z - - - CC -2
J\jS Jvs jjz JJz

%Jdydx+ e-.

The second step above is possible since rpN is equal to $ at selected points. At
those selected points, it follows from above that t^/o/o./= $2fofoJ < e/2.
The function/0/07 is monotonically decreasing toward 0 or 1 and the quad-
rature rule has been modified beyond ±M so that the abscissas are the inner
endpoints of the quadrature intervals. Therefore, ^%fofoJ< <A2/o/o^< £/2
over the entire set Z. Notice also that this is true for all 8.

Since Z is compact, \p2 is uniformly continuous over that set. There-
fore, since i£/? is a step function and the quadrature intervals narrow, there
is some N* such that | \p2 - j/%\ < e/2 for all N > N*, on Z. N* can be
chosen independently of 9 since ^2 is continuous in 9, and 9 is a compact
set. Thus,

f f + e

- S ) 2

for N > N*. This implies that | ¥ff,»| can be made uniformly less than 1,
simply by making e small and choosing N large enough. •

This theorem implies that for sufficiently large N, the operator ^r^e maps
from Ve to Vg and is uniformly bounded. Similarly, the operator (% —

with
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maps from Ve to Va and inherits the property of uniform boundedness from
% and ^ > 9 .

PROPOSITION 7 [EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF A SOLU-
TION TO (11)]. From Assumption 13 and Proposition 6, for sufficiently
large N, the inverse of the operator (I — ¥#,0), denoted (I — ¥#,«)"', exists
and, for each 6, there is a unique solution to equation (11) which satisfies
Vfi = (I — ¥#,«)"'¥#.«!• Furthermore, the solution is a step function as in
equation (8).

Proof. The method of proof for the first part is identical to that for the
proof of Proposition 5. The geometric series theorem implies that

\/=0

Notice that

= 2 Yt

which is a step function in x. Successive applications of the operator ¥#»
lead to more step functions. Therefore, v$ is a step function. •

Given that solutions to the equations (10) and (11) exist, it is naturally of
interest to know whether solutions to the approximate integral equation (11)
converge to the solution to equation (10). This will center on whether the
function \j/ can be approximated arbitrarily well in norm by the step func-
tion fa. That is to say, it will rely on demonstrating that

f f [My,x;6)-+f}(y,x;e)]2fo(y)fo(x)clydx

converges to zero.

PROPOSITION 8. The function ^ converges in norm to the function \p
as N-+ 00. That is, for any e > 0, 3N*, such that VN> N*, || \p - ^ J < e.
In addition, this convergence is uniform in 6. That is to say, 37V*, such that

ifo| < e.
Proof. As above, this problem is mapped to the unit 25-dimensional cube.

Doing this as before, the integral

f f (i(y,x;d)-+R(y,x;8))2My)fo(x)dydx
JRSJRS
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can be written as

f f {i(y,x;0) - h(y,x;d))2fo(y)fo(x)J(x,y)dydx.

As in the proof to Proposition 6, for any e > 0, a compact region Z can be
defined such that

Hy,x;8)2f0(y)Mx)J(x,y) < e/3

and

fa(y,x;d)2My)Mx)J(x,y) < e/3

for (x,y) <£ Z, for all 9 e 9, and for TV sufficiently large. It follows that for
N sufficiently large, and for all 9

I I ($ — tN^fofoJdxdy = I {4/ - 4>N)2fofoJdxdy
JvsJvs JJZ

+

jj (t- h)2fofoJdxdy
' Jz

< ( ( (i- faffofoJdxdy + ^ .

Now, since Z x 9 is a compact set, $ is uniformly continuous over that set.
Therefore, there is some N* such that | ̂  - ^ | < Ve75 for all N> N*, on
Z x 9. This N* can be chosen independently of 6 since 9 lies in a compact
set. Thus,

I for N> N*
Vs''

for all 8. *

PROPOSITION 9 (CONVERGENCE). The approximate solution func-
tion vft(x;8) converges in norm to the true solution function v(x;9), uni-
formly in 8.
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Proof. Define £N(X;$) = v(x;6) - Vfj(x;d). It follows from (10) and (11)
that e# satisfies the following integral equation:

(\-%)tR= (%--*R.9)(\ + vR)

or e* = ( I - • , ) - ' ( * » - * * , » ) ( l + tf*)

By the Geometric Series Theorem, |(I - %)~l1 < 1/(1 - j % \ \ ) . Similarly,
|(I - •*,,)-» | < 1/(1 - |¥* , , | ) . Thus,

s i a - %rl IIII <•• - **.»)|[i +1 a - **.tr
l II i**.n

Choose some e > 0. It has been assumed above that sup9ee || % | < 1 — 6. Fur-
thermore, it has been established that for sufficiently large N, sup9€Q|| ̂ N,$ II ̂
1 — d. Proposition 8 establishes that for sufficiently large N,

< ebd. Therefore, there exists TV sufficiently large, such that

supflê fl ssup|(*,-*A?,»)|sup(-
see see see \ 1 -\ \ \ / 9ee \ 1 - || VR.S

< e.

Uniformity of convergence is guaranteed by the fact that there are uni-
form bounds in 6 for each of the norms on the right-hand side of the above
inequality. •

For the purposes of estimation, the ultimate goal is to be able to calculate
the moments of variables of interest. Therefore, to illustrate the possibilities,
the first and second moments of the solution function v will be discussed.
In order to take advantage of the theory presented in Section 2, the moments
of the approximate solutions, which will be obtained analytically, must con-
verge uniformly. For example, the population mean of v is given by

Ev = f
9i) is the stationary distribution of £,, defined above. The result

of the above integration, Ev, is a function of the parameter vector 9 and will
be called a moment function.

It is convenient to write the expectation in terms of the transformed vari-
ables. Some algebra shows that Ev can be expressed as

Ev= f v(x;B)fs{x;ex)dx,
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where fs(x;6x) is defined above. To approximate this expectation, the ex-
pectation of the approximating step-function is used.

EvN = J svs/(x;d)fs(x;el)dx.

The difference between these two functions of 6 will be denoted

[v(x;0) - y iv(x;9)](2x)-s /2 |^|-1/2exp( - - x ' E j ' x ) dx
\ 2

r i
[v(x;6) - VN(x;d)]\Lx\~

u2 expl — x ' ( E j ' - I)x ( 2 T T ) - S / 2

Rs L 2 J

x expl — x'x) dx

\v(x;6) - v$(x;d)\ \Lx\-
l/2 exp| - | x ' ^ J 1 - I)x\ (2x)~s/2

x expl — x'x) dx.

Notice that this is the inner product of two positive functions in the space
Ve. Therefore, by the Schwarz inequality it follows that

lv(x;6)-

«/, , , r i
izx) i-r exp — x \LuY — v )x

; R s V x | F | ^

= Ju(jf;fl)-i;.

Clearly the difference between the two moment functions converges uni-
formly to zero given the previous results. Notice that 2EJ1 — /must be pos-
itive definite for the result to go through. This translates into restrictions
on the set 6{ which will be illustrated in the next section. Proving that the
second moments of the solution function converge is similar, although it
requires that from the beginning the theory be developed for functions ly-
ing in L4.

This concludes the section describing the numerical solution method and
its properties. In the next section, an example is presented to illustrate un-
der what circumstances the assumptions made in this section are reasonable.

4. THE ASSET PRICING EXAMPLE
The example presented here is the asset pricing model used in the introduc-
tion. Assume that there exists one source of income to the consumer, a sto-
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chastic endowment of a single perishable consumption good. In equilibrium,
consumption will equal this stochastic endowment. The asset to be priced is
the right to the endowment stream in perpetuity. The forcing process for the
example is equilibrium consumption which is equal to the value of the ex-
ogenous stochastic endowment. By assumption, the first difference of the
logarithm of consumption at time t is £,.4

To satisfy Assumptions 8 and 9, let | , have a univariate AR(1) represen-
tation. That is, let

£, = /* + /o£,_i + e,,

with e, distributed normally with mean zero and

I V if 5 = 0

^0 otherwise.

Thus, the distribution of £, conditional on £,_! can be written

As in the introduction, the price-dividend ratio of the asset, vt, must satisfy

Therefore, the vector of model parameters 92 = (0 y)', while the vector of
parameters dt = (n p a)'.

Equation (12) can be rewritten as an integral equation

f«(&;0) - f/3exp[(i -

= f
In the example, E%t = /*5 = /x/(l — p), so that

Thus, in the example

^ i , S i ; f f ) =/3exp[(l - 7 ) f , +
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Applying the change of variables transformation v to the example, the func-
tion \f can be written in terms of the transformed variables, y = (£,+1 — ̂ )/a
a n d x = ( ! / -

;9) = /3exp[(l -yHn^ + ay)- \(p V - 2pxy)],

and the normalized weighting function is

With this notation in hand, it is possible to rewrite the integral equation (13)
in terms of the normalized variables.

f F i , , 1
v(x;6) — I p exp (1 — y)(nt + ay) — 3 (p x — 2pxy) \

J R L J
x v(y;d)(2Tr)-l/2exp(-^y2) dy

= J jSexp (1 -

x (2T)-l/2exp(-^yAdy. (14)

Approximate solutions are obtained by setting vN(x,6) = SALI ah(8)lh(x),
where

N r j
- £ /3exp (1 - 7 ) ( ^ + cry,) - - (p2^2 - 2pxhyj)

7 = 1 L 2

i

= S J8 exp (1 - 7 ) ( M j + oyy) - - {p2x2
h -

7=1 L *
(15)

where the locations of the points xh,yjyZj are determined using the modi-
fied Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule described above. The function $ is the
cumulative distribution function of the standard normal.

To write equation (14) in operator notation, define the linear operator

= j 0exp (1 -y)(n + oy) ~ -(p2x2 - 2pxy)

x v(y;0)(2ir)-l/2expl-^yA dy.
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Then, just as above, equation (14) can be written

v-%v = %l. (16)

It is not possible to calculate the norm of the operator % explicitly. The
norm of ~f?s is

%\ = sup

dy (2x)-1/2exp( --x2 dx
1/2

The difficulty in obtaining the norm analytically is that it is impossible to
take the required sup over all functions of norm 1. This is unfortunate since
it would be useful to know under what circumstances there exist square in-
tegrable solutions to equation (16). When fl ̂ 1 < 1, the operator (I — %)
is invertible and there exists a unique solution to (16), for each 6. There is
an interesting exercise, which shows the role of the norm of ¥9 in determin-
ing the existence of solutions for the price-dividend ratios. Imagine that
the parameter 0j were known. Then, it is clear from the definition of the
norm given above that it would be a function of )3 and y alone. What is
more, in this case, it is possible to obtain lower and upper bounds for the
norm. A lower bound can be obtained by substituting the constant function
1, which has norm 1, for the function v in the formula for J % | . This lower
bound is analytic.

= [ L J/ e x p [ ( i •

= 0exp[(l -

+ a y ) ~ \

2 / i \ yn

(2x)-1/2expl--x2)rfx
!ff2(l+2p2)].

The upper bound to the norm is obtainable from the Schwarz inequality,
which implies that the norm of % is less than

N*»!U = [ f f
KJRJR

x (2x)-1/2 txpl-- y2) (2x)-1/2 sxp l-^x2) dydx

2p2)/(l - 2p2)]

"
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For this upper bound to exist, and to guarantee that % is invertible and that
any solution to (16) is square integrable, requires that |p| < 1/V2. This fol-
lows from the fact that the marginal rate of substitution was multiplied by
the ratio of f/f0 when creating the function $.

Of course, the parameters dx are unknown. However, they can be esti-
mated consistently if time-series on consumption growth, or equivalently
dividend growth, are available. To this end, the annual data used by Mehra
and Prescott [20], for real U.S. consumption growth between 1889 and 1979,
are used here to estimate 6l. The estimated parameter values are n = .02,
p = —.14, and a = .035. Now, taking these parameter values as the elements
of the true dl, a graph of the upper and lower bounds for the norm as func-
tions of 13 and y can be drawn. Such a graph is presented in Figure 1. Note
that the curve labeled "upper bound" defines the locus of points at which

oo

No Unique

Solution Given By

0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96 1.00 1.04 1.08 1.12 1.16

FIGURE 1. The norm of
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II ^e\ub = *• Points t o t n e left of that curve represent pairs of j8 and 7 for
which a unique square-integrable solution is guaranteed to exist. On the other
hand, the curve labeled "lower bound" defines the locus of points at which
II % lib = 1- Thus, points to the right of that curve represent pairs of /3 and
7 for which a solution is guaranteed not to exist. Points between the curves
lie in a region of uncertainty. Clearly, the choice of the function used to con-
struct the lower bound to the norm is arbitrary, so that other lower bounds
could be calculated. The function 1 was chosen purely for simplicity here.

From above it is clear that Assumption 10, which states that | ¥ 9 | is fi-
nite for each 0, is satisfied in the example if |p | < 1/V2. In order to satisfy
Assumption 12, it must be less than 1. Experimenting with the parameter vec-
tor 0i used to construct Figure 1 shows that the admissibility of certain
(18,7) pairs depends on dx. Therefore, the parameter space 0 would prob-
ably have to be redefined as some compact subset of O1 x 92 .

In order to satisfy Assumption 11, a function that is square-integrable
and is a uniform upper bound for ip must be obtained. It is clear that for
certain specifications of 9, a function of the form h{y,x) = aexp(b\y\ +
c\xy\) will act as a uniform bound for \(/, and will be square integrable un-
der appropriate conditions on a, b, and c. For example, suppose that /3 e
[0,0], 7 € [1,7], M S [ 0 , £ ] , P € [p,p], and a G [g,a] with p > 0. Then,
i(y,x;d) <h(y,x) = /3exp(|l — 7|5|.y| +p|xy|). The function h is square-
integrable if p < 1/V2. The conditions of Assumption 13 are satisfied for
this choice of h as long as p < \. The function h(y,x)2fo(y)fo(x)J[A{x),
A(y)] is graphed in Figure 2 to illustrate that it converges to zero along any
direction in R2. The parameters used are /3 = 1.2, 7 = 20, p = 0.25, and a =
0.1. Therefore, it follows that for certain choices of 9, the approximate so-
lution functions converge in norm to the true solution functions in the ex-
ample, and the convergence is uniform in the parameters.

Unfortunately, beyond the solution functions, which give the asset prices
as functions of the forcing variables, there are other variables of interest in
this model. In particular, the properties of the return on the risky asset are
often studied. The current theory requires convergence in L2 which is diffi-
cult to establish for arbitrary functions of v. This is generally not a prob-
lem when the state space is compact and all functions are continuous as in
Burnside [4].

To illustrate estimation, consider the population mean of the price-dividend
ratio of the risky asset given by

Ev=

where the price-dividend ratio has been written as a function of the original,
untransformed, forcing variables, and^ i ; , ; ^ ) is the stationary distribution
of*,:
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x 1e+7

FIGURE 2. The function h(y,x)2fo(y)fo(x)J[A{x),A(y)].

exp j -

The theory in Section 3 implies that Ev can be uniformly approximated by
the mean of the approximate solution,

Ev
N -i Mx;9)(2x) -1/2 l - p 2 e x p j - ( 1 dx.

In the context of this section, Zx = (1 — p ) . Therefore, the condition
on E* that was required in the previous section translates into requiring that
1 - 2 p 2 > 0 , or \p\ < 1/V2.
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In order to have a concrete illustration of the estimator, suppose an ex-
actly identified GMM estimator were used, which exploited the following mo-
ment conditions

-M-P&-i) =0

Z,- M-P$, - I )« , - I ] =0

S , - . ) 2 - * 2 ] =o

E[v, - EvN{$,y,n,p,o)] =0

E[q,-Eq(P,y,n,p,o)] =0,

where v, are data on price-dividend ratios, and q, are data on the prices of
riskless securities. In the asset pricing model, the price of a riskless asset that
pays one unit of consumption one period in the future is given by

q, = PE,exp(-y$l+l)

= /3exp[-7(/x + /oS,) + \y2a2]

Therefore,

The only moment being approximated numerically is the mean of the price-
dividend ratio. Parameter estimates obtained using the Mehra and Prescott
[20] data set are presented in Table 1. The sample is annual data from 1889
to 1979. The risky asset is a single share of the S&P 500 index. The riskless
asset price is identified with the inverse of the real return on relatively risk-

TABLE 1. Parameter estimates for the asset pricing example

$, =Aln(C,) £, = Aln(Z>,)

Parameter

M
P
a
&
7

Estimate

0.0204
-0.139

0.0348
1.096

11.45

Std. Error

0.00496
0.133
0.00339
0.0530
3.890

Estimate

0.0105
0.165
0.120
0.951
2.618

Std. Error

0.0130
0.112
0.0156
0.0406
3.156

These estimates were computed using an exactly identified GMM estimator, where the asymptotic variance
covariance matrix of >/7}«7-(80) was estimated using the method of Newey and West [21] using 5 lags of the
GMM errors. The numerical solutions for the price-dividend ratios were computed using 4-point quadrature
rules.
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less securities. Two different sets of estimates are presented, where £, is as-
sumed alternately to be consumption growth or dividend growth for the S&P
500. The standard errors presume that these estimators are asymptotically
normal. These estimates confirm the feasibility of the estimator. They com-
plement the estimates obtained by Kocherlakota [14], who shows that an es-
timator that matches the means of the rates of return on these two assets
leads to estimates of /3 greater than 1, and economically large values of y.
Similar parameter estimates are obtained here, where £, is identified as con-
sumption growth. However, the parameter estimates change dramatically
when | , is identified as dividend growth.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides theoretical backing for method of moments estimators
which are constructed using a particular solution algorithm for a particular
class of models. However, it is also clear that the consistency proof above
applies to any method of moments estimator based on a numerical method
which yields uniformly accurate approximations to the population moments
implied by an economic model. This is subject to the law of motion govern-
ing the variables in the model satisfying Assumptions 1-4.

The advantages of the estimator proposed here are that, at least in the as-
set pricing example, the solution and moment functions can be economically
computed, and in fact, are differentiable in the parameters. This may allevi-
ate the burden of computing time involved in obtaining the moments through
simulation, and in performing searches for the optimal parameters.

Although this approach is attractive in that it allows model solving and es-
timation to be unified, it does have its drawbacks. The estimator inherits its
properties from the properties of the solution method which in turn may de-
pend on the model itself. Thus, if a different solution method is required in
solving the model, its convergence properties must be derived. All that is re-
quired for consistency is the uniform convergence of approximate moment
functions.

NOTES

1. An earlier version of this paper which discusses compact state spaces is available from the
author.

2. In an earlier version of this paper, £, was assumed to be an AR(p) process. In order to
reduce notation, p is assumed to be I here.

3. The derivative of the transformation A(x) is bounded between 0 and \. As a result, each
quadrature interval is narrower when mapped to U from R. Since the widest quadrature inter-
val in Rs goes to zero as N-* oo, this guarantees that the widest quadrature interval in Vs goes
to zero.

4. In an earlier version of this paper, a bivariate forcing process was considered at the cost
of additional notation.
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